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Craft & Technique: Face Value

magic on my helmet and headset is nothing short of fantastic!â€� Bruce Bohannon ... piece of aluminum or plastic. Flat or satin finishes are often best because. 
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Craft & Technique



MARK SCHAIBLE



Grand champion kit, Andrew Seefriend’s and Dan Bendickson’s Glasair III, features a custom-built panel.



THE EYES MAY BE THE WINDOW TO the pilot. Airspeed indicator, the soul, but the instrument attitude indicator, and altimepanel is the window to the ter go across the top, turn-andhomebuilder’s mind. Right directional gyro or horiHow to build a custom instrument panel bank, there, in one spot, is a self-porzontal situation indicator, and trait of how the builder foresees vertical speed indicator go GREG LASLO his relationship with his airacross the bottom. Throw in a plane. couple of course deviation Building an aircraft instrument Filling the Holes indicators, a clock, and a tachometer panel isn’t complicated, but it—as Federal Aviation Regulation 91.205 or manifold pressure gauge, and you much as the aircraft itself—requires lists the instruments required for can figure out why preplanning is the pilot to know well ahead of its VFR and IFR flight, but you’ll be put- important to panel organization. construction how he’ll use the air- ting more than just instruments in Your avionics stack—as simple or craft. Is it a VFR bird, or a cross- your panel. You’ll need other as complicated as you choose—typicountry, IFR machine? Will it have “necessities,” including switches, cally goes to the right of the flight all the bells and whistles, or will it be circuit breakers or fuses, landing- instruments, near the center of the a bare-bones free spirit? You’ll have gear knobs, cockpit ventilation panel. Engine instruments—suction to know the answers to those ques- holes, autopilot, annunciator panel, gauges, cylinder head temperatures, tions to know how many switches, intercom, throttle, mixture, prop, engine management units, fuses or circuit breakers, and air vents you clock, radio and headphone jack, breakers, and switches—can fill out need. And you need to know all that and other sundry goodies. That’s a the right side of the panel. It goes long before you start drilling your lot of stuff on one piece of metal, without saying that the smaller the and your knees still have to fit under panel, say, in a tandem, the more first hole. Sure, you could farm out your it. Spartan or creative you’re going to There aren’t any hard-and-fast have to get to put everything in. panel to any of a number of companies that will design and build your rules about where instruments go in A computer program, such as panel, complete with avionics and a the panel. FAA Advisory Circular Panel Planner by One Mile Up, wiring harness. But by then, you’ve 43.13-2A, Acceptable Methods, allows you to put together your done the hardest part, and all that’s Techniques, and Practices, is about dream panel and even print a fullleft is a little sheet metal or compos- as close as it comes. The industry scale paper template on a plotter. ite fabrication, and by now, you’ve standard is the basic six attitude Some custom metal fabrication instruments go directly in front of companies can even take a file from already come this far.
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Craft & Technique Panel Planner to cut out your panel for you using CNC (computer numerically controlled) cutting equipment. If you choose not to use software, consider making use of cardboard blanks cut to fit into the aircraft to try out different layouts. Remember, you shouldn’t have to make major turns or tilts of the head to scan



instruments, or else you’re setting yourself up for spatial disorientation during instrument or night flight. The advantage to mocking up your panel is that you get to see what everything looks like before you start construction, and you can see how you fit—can you reach everything? Some custom-panel fabricators create a clear acrylic version



of a customer’s panel, so instruments can be test fit as well, not only next to each other, but also between the panel and the firewall and internal structures of the airplane. Some of those instruments are quite long—radios are 12 or 13 inches deep, gyros are 8 or 8-1/2, and so on.



Putting It Together



EAA Tours ’n Travel



ADVENTURES IN TRAVEL Join us in New Zealand April 1-14, 2004 See New Zealand’s largest air show held on South Island



View the air show from your private chalet. See the beautiful New Zealand Alps, plus experience many more exciting adventures traveling through this lush green country! Call EAA’s Tours ’n Travel Desk at 800/634-2153 or e-mail: [email protected] For more information, visit SPORT AVIATION on the Web at www.eaa.org



Stock instrument panels are usually 0.063-inch aluminum, and wood panels are made of 1/4-inch plywood. Custom composite blanks are available for most popular aircraft designs. The advantage of the composite panels is the radios and engine instruments can be deflected toward the pilot at a 20-degree angle. That’s especially useful in side-by-side cockpits, where the far side of the panel is a far piece away. If you’re constructing a full-IFR bird, you might want a stiffer panel to hold up all those dials and indicators, too—consider using 0.080inch aluminum instead of the thinner stock material. In either case, a band saw, saber saw, spiral cut saw, or hacksaw will turn a sheet of material into something that looks like a panel. A bastard-cut file and abrasive paper will trim the edges. Another idea is to use a modular panel design. Instead of installing all your instruments into the panel itself, you mount them to aluminum panels that are then mounted into a frame attached across the fuselage. Modular designs offer a big advantage if you need to fix or replace something, or if you decide to add a gadget later—all you have to do is remove one part of the panel, not the entire panel. With this technique you can easily install rubber shock mounts on the modules that include your gyro instruments and radios and frame, which will reduce the risk of damaging that equipment from vibration. You can even use a sub-panel assembly mounted below the panel to 102
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hold your fuses and switches. Addon kits are available for many metal aircraft designs. Their designs may be inspirational to you, as well. Aircraft instruments come in two sizes: 3-1/8 inches and 2-1/4 inches. Engine instruments come in 1 inch, 1-1/4 inch, 2-1/4 inch, and 3-1/8 inch round, and just about any rectangular shape you can imagine. To mount round instruments, holes should be no less than 1/4 inch apart. In other words holes for 3-1/4 inch gauges should be drilled on at least 3-1/2-inch centers. The actual hole should be a smidge, like maybe 1/32-inch, larger than the instrument to allow for easier insertion. Other panel-mounted items use different sized holes. Microphone and headphone jacks typically require 3/8-inch holes, while vernier-style throttles, prop controls, and mixture controls will require a 1/2-inch hole. By the way, that’s the suggested order for installing engine controls. Keep in mind, each doohickey you stick in the panel needs “behind the scenes” room, so check out the full dimensions of items while you’re sketching a layout. For example, an ignition switch is a cylinder with a nearly 2-inch diameter, even though all you’ll see of it will fit through a 7/8-inch hole. Fuses and circuit breakers will usually fit in a 1/2-inch hole, but the former requires holes on 7/8-inch centers, while the latter requires holes on 3/4-inch centers. Drill instrument holes with a circle cutter mounted in a drill press. Slow down your drill speed as the size of the hole increases—say, 500 rpm for a 3-1/8-inch hole. Smaller holes can be drilled with hole saws. Use a punch to start drill bits to ensure they start accurately and easily. Square holes can be cut with spiral saws or hacksaws, then smoothed with a file and abrasive paper. De-burr the cut edges with a swivel-head de-burring tool or Scotch-Brite wheel. Usually, four screws hold instruSport Aviation
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ments in place, though sometimes only two or three are used. Holes are drilled at the 45-degree marks (45, 135, 225, and 315 degrees) along the face of the instrument. Screw holes are tapped on 3-1/2-inch centers when measured diagonally across the gauge. Drilling templates are available from most homebuilder supply catalogs, if you don’t feel like making your own. Use 6/32-inch brass screws to



attach instruments to the panel. Post lights can also be used to mount instruments, with the added bonus of illuminating the instrument face when you turn the cockpit lights on. Check the product installation guide before turning any screws to see if there are maximum screw lengths that can be used on an installation. For example, some gyro instruments shouldn’t be installed with screws longer than



Quieter • Safer • Painless “To fly over 19,000 miles in 81 hours without squirming in the seat is priceless! I can honestly say I have never experienced such seat comfort.” “The difference in comfort and sound levels since Oregon Aero worked their magic on my helmet and headset is nothing short of fantastic!” photo courtesy B. Bohannon



Bruce Bohannon



Bruce Bohannon, Pilot, The Exxon Flyin’ Tiger, Has Set or Broken 19 Altitude and Time to Climb World Records.
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Custom & Portable Seat Cushion Systems Headset & Helmet Upgrades Aircraft Interior Upgrades Shoe Inserts
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Craft & Technique 1/2 inch, or you risk damaging the tions. In addition to post lights, you can instrument. Placards and labels may be affixed light your panel with a light strip Remember, your mounting holes with dry-transfer lettering, decals, or mounted underneath the glare have to be properly aligned with the stickers, although they can also be shield, or with lights mounted panel, or else the dial could forbetween each instrument and ever stare back at you cockeyed. the panel. For this option, you’ve There aren’t any hard-and-fast got the choice between electroUse a level and straight edge. If you need to elongate a hole rules about where instruments luminescent light rings, incanbecause you mis-drilled, use a descent bulbs, or fiber optics. Of go in the panel. FAA AC 43. slightly larger drill bit on the course, there are always internalfirst hole or a fine round file. ly lighted instruments, too. 13-2A is about as close Round screw heads or light Don’t forget a dimmer potenas it comes. posts have a wonderful ability tiometer or rocker switch to turn to cover up such inaccuracies. the panel lights on. The appearance of your panel is scribed on with laser engraving. An instrument panel installaimportant—not only is it your inter- Fiber optic labeling is also available tion takes planning and foreface with the airplane, but it’s also to light circuit breakers or switches. thought, and it’s shaped by how how your passengers will judge the If you do apply lettering, clean the you plan to use the airplane. By aircraft. Finish details are just as panel with mineral spirits before- realistically understanding your important as anything else. Paint hand, stick on the letters, and then expectations, as well as your budgthe panel as you would any other apply three or four coats of clear lac- et for cockpit accoutrements, you’ll piece of aluminum or plastic. Flat or quer over the decals. Seal the panel start the process with a plan that satin finishes are often best because with a single coat of clear lacquer to will leave you looking good and they don’t cause strong light reflec- give it an even finish. flying fine.
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Y O U R L O V E O F AV I AT I O N W I L L L A S T A L I F E T I M E . . .



Now Your EAA Membership Can Too! We know it takes a special type of person to make a lifetime Lifetime.311ad here. commitment to EAA. An individual whose love of Recreational Aviation has become a way of life. A person who knows that it makes good sense to support EAA as it protects the rights of all aviation enthusiasts and the freedom of flight. We invite you to make your move now and join us as an EAA Lifetime Member.



Receive your EAA Lifetime Member Kit To distinguish you as a Lifetime Member, we will send you an exclusive EAA Lifetime Member Kit that includes: • Personalized Lifetime Membership Card • Framed, Customized Lifetime Member Certificate • Gold Lifetime Member Pin • Official Lifetime Member Cap • Lifetime Membership Materials including the EAA Membership Resource Guide, patch and decals



You can become an EAA Lifetime Member for $975*. Make one complete payment when you join or three installment payments during the first year of your Lifetime Membership…the choice is yours. Then, enjoy all the wonderful benefits of EAA Lifetime Membership knowing you played an integral role in keeping the love of Recreational Aviation alive for future generations.



*$975 for U.S. and Canadian Lifetime Memberships only. Additional postage fee for International Memberships. Please call 800-JOIN EAA for further details.
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Craft & Technique: Bleedin' Easy 

Get air out of the brake lines the easy way, which is also the right way. KEN SCOTT. The seals in aircraft systems are not compatible with silicone auto fluids and.
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Craft & Technique: Magnetic Spark 

electricity, and you can deter- mine the direction ... the rotating magnet so it sends the power to the right spark plug at the ... with 40' electric bi-fold door with 54' ...
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Craft & Technique: Annealing Aluminum 
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Craft & technique: Practical Plumbing 
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Craft & Technique: Hammerform Variations 

SHAPING METAL WITH A FORM block, or hammerform ... because you shape the metal over the outside .... bonding permanently to our master. We used two ...
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Craft & Technique: Troubleshooting Injectors 

The mechanics there said it was working normally. ... To prevent surprises, first understand how the system ... cylinder, and what it doesn't use will go to the other ...
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Craft & technique: Power brokers 

First it energizes the electric starter to fire up the engine, and ... While production-aircraft own- ... the acid and builds up excess elec- trons on the ... trical systems, use motorcycle or wheelchair .... little kick-start, your owner's manual wi
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Craft & technique: Periodic Inspections 

Inspection for the checklist EAA. Aviation Information ... treatment. A solvent sprayer using compressed air and mineral spirits or Varsol works ... buying the better unit with the metal regulator. .... maintenance and reasonable operating costs .
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Craft & Technique: Annealing Aluminum 

to cool it quickly because aluminum doesn't show its heat by changing color. Years ago, I'd heat a large panel in a busy open shop and leave it to cool slowly in ...
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Craft & Technique: Plastic Patches 

Holding the part up to the light should reveal any hidden crack damage. Subsurface stress cracks look like lighter-colored lines or patches of lines and should be ...
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Craft & Technique: Communication Coordination 

mostly on Comm 1 and set all audio output switches ... Transceiver #2. Figure 1 speaker if its audio amplifier fails.) One Simple Solution. Regardless of the type of airplane .... wire (NEMA MW28-C), parallel bonded ... ics (Ccontact the author).
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Craft & Technique: Radio Diagnosis 

mitter. Left, a dummy load for testing a panel-mounted radio, and right, for ... 8. 10. 20. R. (resistor). Ohms Watt(s) Qty. 100. 120. 200. 200. 300. 510. 1. 1. 2. 2. 2. 2.
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Craft & technique: Weight & balance 

Let's repeat the problem with a different datum in the center of the beam. Now the left-hand 3-pound weight is 5 inches to the left of the datum and the 2-pound ...
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Craft & technique: Transponder Time 

RA and the airliner maneuvering to avoid the collision never see each other because pilots must comply with the TCAS commands no matter what they seeâ€”or ...
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Craft & Technique: Radio Diagnosis 

Before connecting the dummy load to a hand-held or panel-mounted radio, make ... whole system. .... optional GPSInterface enables it to be a CD1 for your GPS.
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Craft & Technique: Making the Cut 

... adjustments and have good balance and weight. ... Kett, Milwaukee,. Fein, and Makita manufacture the ... practices when cutting aluminum. Protect eyes, ears ...
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Craft & Technique: Torque Wrench Care 

When you use any wrench, you have a feel for how tightly ... Most wrenches, though, were sent in just to verify they were .... writer and consultant based near.
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Craft & Technique: Annealing Aluminum - Size 
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Craft & Technique: Wheeling a Wingtip 

Shaping metal with a bench-top English wheel ... majority is 1/2-inch-thick board, and ..... Download Game FREE at: .... IntelliVox"", the world's only hands-free,.
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